The Power of a Mezuzah
to Prayer but artificial or synthetic life
does not. God created life that is creating other life and He can help restore
whatever has been altered. To help me
In the two months that have passed
understand what God wants or intends,
since I wrote the last chapter, I have
I asked:
been rapidly educated about beings
“Are You God? [3 variations].
who intend to block the Ascension.
“Yes.”
Unknowingly, I stepped into an exo“Can Prayer tranform synthetic life
political conflict with a group that is
competing with God. For weeks, I have into a natural form?”
“Yes.”
had what I call energy attacks—that I
realized were due to my work on God’s “Can synthetic life Ascend?”
“No.”
e-book and a refinement of the Move
“Has the development of synthetic
request Prayer. In this chapter, I will
explain how the attacks increased as I life and its consequences been an
accident?”
made changes to the Prayer as well as
“No.”
my arrest for taping God’s name to a
“Can synthetic life sustain itselt withhotel bathroom wall in Milwaukee.
out You?”
Note: exo-politics refers to an “undis“No.”
closed extraterrestrial presence” [See:
“Do humans who are involved in the
www.exopolitics.org]. Most people are field of genetics understand this?”
in denial about the subject of aliens but “No.”
those who read, attend lectures and join “Are the Azurites the most likely to
discussion groups—are provided with
understand this?”
clues of an unmistakable presence.
“Yes.”
“Do they need to be informed?”
“Yes.”
Synthetic Life
“Will my prayer help?”
Gene manipulation and the creation of “Yes.”
synthetic life exlude God. While hu“Does my prayer ask You to correct
man beings are rapidly developing this what is unnatural?”
relatively new field, there are hints that “Yes.”
an invisible presence may be involved. “Can life that is corrected Ascend at
In my short experience with Prayer, I
some point?”
have learned that natual life responds
[Big] “Yes.”
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Indirectly, or on purpose, God is being edged off the
planet due to genetic manipulation and the creation
of synthetic life #4569910.

Genetically Modified Food
I’ve known about the dangers of
GMOs for many years and I now
understand that distortions in food
that is genetically modified will
harm a person’s ability to Ascend.
God can correct these distortions

Synthetic fibers distort light and energy whereas
natural fibers from plants that are not genetically
modified bend light in a natural direction #2931210.
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and there is still time before
December 21, 2012 for those who
are candidates for Ascension to
receive this message. For the past
two months, the Reptilians, who
have a reputation as geneticists,
have been trying to block my
development of a Prayer that asks
God to fix what is unnatural in our
bodies.

Monsanto Corporation (planted
predominantly with Monsanto’s
genetically modified corn, cotton,
soyabean and canola seeds).
• Outside of GE seeds, Monsanto’s
past and present product-line has
included Agent Orange, DDT,
PCBs, rBGH and aspartame.
• Notable historic quote: Monsanto
should not have to vouchsafe the
safety of biotech food. Our interGMOs are Pervasive in the U.S.
est is in selling as much of it as
possible. Assuring its safety is the
GMOs are so pervasive in the
FDA’s job. - Phil Angell, MonsanUnited States that it is impossible for
Americans to be free of the distortions to’s director of corporate communications. Playing God in the Garthat will block their Ascension. Polls
den New York Times Magazine,
indicate that 75% of Americans
October 25, 1998.
do not know about genetically
modified food. The distortions in
News about the dangers of GMOs
the genetically modified organisms
is nearly invisible. In the last ten
(GMOs) that are ingested—become
part of the body’s tissues. Due to the
significant health risks associated
with GMOs, it’s important to
learn about them. Here are some
facts from the Organic Consumer
Association’s Web site [www.
organicconsumers.org]
• 75% of the world’s genetically
engineered crops are grown in the
U.S. and Argentina.
• More than 90% of world’s genetically engineered seeds have
been developed and sold by the
Part X, Chapter X

Since the 1950s, In God We Trust has appeared on the
face of the American silver dollar. In 2005, it was
moved off the face of the silver dollar to the edge of
the coin (Presidential $1 Coin Act of 2005) #3233397.

years, writers and opposition groups
have published books and produced
videos that describe the dangers
of genetically modified organisms
(GMOs). Note: Jeffrey M. Smith
is a leading author on the dangers
of GMOs. In response to the public outcry, the biotech industry has
used to the services of public relations firm Burson Marsteller for crisis management. PR specialists told
biotech companies to stop publishing research evidence and to refrain
from participating in any public debate and leave it to politicians and
regulators, to assure the public that
biotech products are safe.
Whose Energy is Bothering Me?

Photo of God’s name taken at Duke Gardens in North
Carolina #53442.

In the weeks after I wrote Chapter 5,
my personal energy management re2
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“Should I put Your name on the floor
and ceiling?”
“Yes.”
It only took a few minutes to print out
God’s name that I then pasted in six
directions. I was so sensitive to energy at
that point, I noticed an immediate improvement. God’s name had provided
me with a shield. I was curious whether
the Jewish practice of placing a Mezuzah on a door frame was related to what
I had done and I began researching the
history of the small rectangle that I noticed in New York. My research helped
me understand that a Mezuzah is meant
to contain a piece of parchment with
two passages from the Bible’s book of
Deuteronomy. I looked up both passages and they both contain God’s
Developing a Modern Mezuzah
name. To understand how God’s name
effects energy, I asked:
Some, but not all of my energy problems seemed to be related to the people “Are You God? [3 variations].
who lived nearby. I began to notice that “Yes.”
“Does my modern Mezuzah effect
my most severe symptoms occurred
when everyone was home. I knew that energy up to 1,200 square feet?”
God would not want to “Move” people “Yes.”
from neighboring apartments and that I “Does it act as a shield to keep harmful
energy out of my space?”
would need to come up with another
solution. One day when the energy was “Yes.”
“Does it keep out all harmful energy?”
particularly bad, I askd God:
“No.”
“Are You God?” (3 variations).
“Will it keep out all harmful energy
“Yes.”
from other dimensions?”
“Would putting Your name on all of
“No.”
my walls shield me from the energy
“Will it keep out some harmful
that is bothering me?”
energy from other dimensions?”
“Yes.”
quirements became overwhelming.
Symptoms include rib pressure, back
pain, headaches and a feeling of being
yanked by a giant magnet. At night, my
feet feel hot as though they are burning
from a massive amount of current running through them. As these experiences increased, I imagined that STS
energy was rapidly building up wherever I spent any time. Warner Music
Group’s Felix Golubov’s Fractal Landscape generator helped me visualize
what I thought was occurring [See:
www.geocities.com/felixgolubov/LiveLand]. At the time, I assumed that the
build-up was due to my work on God’s
e-book and it did not occur to me that I
was a target.
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Star of David and the Jewish Mezuzah on the doorway
to a synagogue in Rhodes, Greece #4661730.

“Yes.”
The Jewish Star or the Star of David is
an image with two inverted triangles
containing six points. In Judaism, the
Star of David is modeled after a shield
of the young Israelite warrior David,
who later became King David. In
Kabbalah, or, Jewish mysticism, the

Michelangelo Buonarroti’s famous statue of David
#3109430.
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Star of David symbolizes the six directions of space. In the Kabbalah, the
word Merkabah refers to a three-dimensional Star of David.
Jews read Biblical passages concerning the Merkabah in their synagogues
every year on the holiday of Shavuot.
Shavuot is the birthday and Yahrzeit
(day of death) of King David.
Because very little that has been written about the Merkabah, I asked,
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Do the images of Your name on six
planes [six directions around a room]
protect a person’s Merkabah?”
“Yes.”
“Does the Merkabah need to be intact
in order to Ascend?”
“Yes.”
“Is ‘light vehicle’ a correct concept for
the Merkabah?”
“Yes.”
“Will genetically modified food absorbed into the body distort the light?”
“Yes.”
“Does synthetic clothing worn on the
body also distort the light?”
“Yes.”
Tefillin
I thought that the small printed papers
that I used to place God’s name in six
directions were a shield for my home
but after asking God questions about
Part X, Chapter X
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the Merkabah, I realized that the
papers were shielding my Merkabah.
Because it is impossible to remain at
home 100% of the time, I was anxious
to research Jewish customs to see if
there was such a thing as a Mezuzah
that could be worn on the body. Research revealed a Tefillin, also known
as a phylactery. Again, the shape is six
sides, this time a cube, that contains
Plastic strapping tape keeps small pieces of paper with
scrolls of parchment with verses from God’s name in place on the body all day. Tiny pieces of
the Bible. In the Greek version of the
masking tape will hold a small piece of paper in place
Hebrew Bible, a Tefillin, that is worn
under a swatch of hair. Due to frequent energy
attacks, I make up the pieces of tape in advance with
on the head and hands, means “someGod’s name in the center of a piece of plastic tape and
thing immovable.” Religionfacts.com
says that the scrolls contained inside the quickly apply them after a b ath.
Jewish Tefillin [Exodus 13:1-10, 11-16
command Jews to bind the word of
and Deuteronomy 6:4-9, 11:13-21]
God on their bodies. The word tefillin
translates to the word phylactery which
is a derivation of a Greek word which
means “to guard against evil” or “to
protect.” When I read about the Tefillin, I taped God’s name on my body in
six directions and noticed a shield effect similar to the shield created by the
stationary Mezuzah [minimally, the
front and sides of my abdomen, back of
my calf, top of my head and the sole of
my left foot during the day and the right
foot at night]. At first, I tried to use
paper tape but the paper and tape deteriorated when I perspired. I soon disPainting of Ruth, King David’s great grandmother,
shown gathing wheat, an acid-forming food, by Julius covered that I needed plastic strapping
tape to keep the pieces of paper in place
Schnorr von Carolsfeld, 1828, London’s National
Gallery. Source: Wikipedia
all day.
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A Moving Target
Without realizing it, my edits to the
Prayer I was saying and the additional
protective measures I had added to my
home and my body, was making me a
moving target. Each time I made a
change, I noticed I had more energy
problems. My reaction was to continue
making improvements in the Prayer
[with God’s help through the pendulum] and to perfect whatever else I had
to do to make it work.
StoneCircles
When I first started saying the Move
request Prayer, I was hesitant to say it
in the Sun Rise and Sun Down windows that I had learned were powerful
times to say Prayers. I thought of the
Move request as work for mostly the
STO nature spirits and wondered if
saying the Prayer at each of the Sun
events would be asking too much of
them. As my energy difficulties became more and more of a problem, I
decided that I needed the quadruple
power of Prayers said at both Sun
events and began saying my Prayer
every Sun Rise and Sun Down. At the
same time that I learned/remembered
the detail about the power of Prayers
said at the two Sun events, I also
learned that reciting Prayers twelve
consecutive times also increased their
power. Saying Prayers at the Sun
Part X, Chapter X

As the sun rises, rays shine through standing stones in
the world’s stone circles. There are thousands of stone
circles located around the world—including Japan
#7233221.

events made me think of the stone
circles such as those in Britain and
I wondered how many of the stone
circles had twelve stones. Research
revealed that twelve is the most popular number. Over twenty percent of the
stone circles in Britain have twelve
stones. To learn more about the purposes of the stones, I asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”
“Did the stone circles help determine
the time?”
“Yes.”
“Did they also help keep track of the
number of times a Prayer was
recited?”
“Yes.”

invisible presence that was causing a
great deal of friction. After saying the
Move request Prayer for several weeks,
I noticed that I had attracted about a
dozen Grackles and several RedWinged Blackbirds. I was still attracting Finches, Doves, Cardinals and
several small bird species but the
Grackles and Blackbirds dominated
my patio. They left a mess and cleanup
took a lot of extra time. At the same
time that my Move request Prayer
asked the nature spirits for help, many
bird species also seemed abandoned.
On two occasions, I noticed adult
female birds with their young stranded
in the Woodman’s parking lot and the
parking lot outside Panera Bread. The
day that I saw a duck lead her twelve
ducklings across a dangerous interection at Madison’s East Towne Mall, I
asked:
“Are You God? [3 variations].
“Yes.”

Synthetic Nature Spirits
The animals that I feed on my patio
were providing clues that there was an

Nature spirits are supposed to guide birds that are
lost. This goose is strande in a parking lot #1166501.
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“Are the nature spirits taking care of
their animals?”
“No.”
“Are many of the world’s animals on
their own?”
“Yes.”
Finally, it was my intuition that caused
me to ask:
“Are there nature spirits that have been
hijacked?
“Yes.”
“Are there intruders posing as nature
spirits?”
“Yes.”
“Are there animals, plants and other
life that You did not create?”
“Yes.”
“Are Grackles and Red-Winged
Blackbirds examples?”
“Yes.”
“And, these do not have nature spirits
that You also created?”

Common Grackles are aggressive birds that forage on
the ground, in shallow water or in shrubs and may
steal food from other birds. Source: Wikipedia
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“Yes.”
“Are there many examples of life on
the planet that You did not create?”
“Yes.”
“Are reptiles an example?”
“Yes?”
“Spiders?”
“Yes.”
“Flies?”
“Yes.”
“Do the intruder nature spirits reflect a
larger trend on the planet?”
“Yes.”
In my study of biology, I learned about
the theory of recapitulation expressed
by a German scientist named Ernst
Haeckel:

Common Grackle photographed in Toronto, Canada
Source: Wikipedia Commons..
Red-winged Blackbirds are aggressive birds that have
been known to attack humans who encroach upon
their territories Source: Wikipedia

“Yes.”
“Are the genetic distorations combined
Ontogeny recapilates phylogeny
with the ingestion of genetically modified food setting humans up for failure
meaning that the development of the
at the time of the Ascension?”
individual retraces the evolutionary
“Yes.”
steps of the species. In other words,
“Is that why there is a force that has
every animal embryo “evolves” from a
been trying to stop me from editing my
microscopic mass of cells to a fish, then
prayer?”
to an amphibian, then to a reptile, and
“Yes.”
so on. If God did not create reptiles, I
wondered why the human embryo reNature Responds to God
sembles a reptile with a vestigial tail
It made sense that the increased
that disappears as the embryo grows
amount of interference that I was expeinto a fetus. To understand, I asked:
riencing [as I continued to say my
“Have human beings been altered?”
Prayer at Sun Rise and Sun Down] was
[Big] “Yes.”
due to forces that do not respond to
“Does that mean that 100% of the
human beings on the planet need Your God. Nature, or that which God has
made, responds to God. On Earth,
help to repair what is unnatural?”
6
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mankind is speeding toward synthetic
life and the same synthetics are edging
God off the planet. Human beings,
mostly American, have been complacent about genetic modification in food
that is not permitted in Europe and
Japan. Few Americans realize that
genetically modified foods [aka GMOs]
get absorbed into the body’s tissues.
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Synthetic Life to Natural Life

I don’t know who the intruders are who
may be influencing humanity’s drive
toward synthetic life. I do know that
synthetic life is unnatural because it is
not imbued with God’s energy.
As humans and animals ingest more
and more genetically modified food,
or even wear synthetic fabric, God’s
energy is distorted. To understand why
the intruders are not working on build- Michelangelo’s “Creation of Adam” illustrates the
ing a relationship with God, I asked:
Biblical story from the Book of Genesis in which God
Saturday, June 26, 2009
[Right] breathes life into Adam [Left] #9589210.
“Are You God? [3 variations].
Gene giants are becoming bolder as
“Yes.”
they move from the “modification” of
“Are the beings who have created syn- “Yes.”
life to the “creation” of life. Around the thetic life worried that You will destroy “Would You ever destroy life?”
same time that God answered my ques- them?”
“No.”
tion about intruder nature spirits,
“Can You help them by creating a more
I noticed a poster at the University of
natural life form?”
Wisconsin titled, “Synthetic Genes to
“And this can be done with Prayer?”
Synthetic Life” and I’ve added the art“Yes.”
work from the posted to this page
“Is Prayer required?”
[July 30th to August 2nd 2009, http://
“Yes.”
steenbock33.biochem.wisc.edu].
My intuition has told me that the forces
The event planners have used Michelthat are causing me to have energy
angelo’s famous Sistine Chapel image of
problems are the beings who are
Adam’s hand receiving God’s touch.
worried that my Prayer will hurt them
God’s hand has been removed and
in some way. To verify this, I asked:
Adam’s hand is shown touching a synthetic DNA helix. Madison is a conser“Has my Prayer caused anyone harm
vative city and although anti-abortion
in any way?”
demonstrations are frequently held in
“No.”
Madison, strangely, there is a dampening
“Is there anything I can do to help
Artwork created for a poster titled, “Synthetic Genes to them understand that my Prayer will
of reactions to any moral issues surrounding humans trying to act like God. Synthetic Life” announcing a symposium at the
not harm them?”
University of Wisconsin. .

Part X, Chapter X
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“Yes.”
“Continue to write Your e-book?”
“Yes.”
“Would You like them to say the
Prayer also?”
“Yes.”
“Would they benefit from saying the
Prayer?”
“Yes.”
“Would the transformation that would
occur sustain their life and also make
them candidates for Ascension?”
“Yes.”
“Wthout their Prayers, will they cease
to be at some point?”
“Yes.”
“Do the God Action words in my
Prayer provide You with broad ability
to fix what is unnatural?”
“Yes.”
“Is it true that You cannot initiate these
fixes—and that the request must come
from each individual?”
“Yes.”
New Version of my Prayer
The God action words used in Prayers
are powerful when they are said twelve
consectuve times at Sun events and
even more powerful when twelve people say them at the same time. To understand this, I asked:
“Does the scope of Earth’s problem
require the Prayers of more than one
person?”
“Yes.”
Part X, Chapter X
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“Is this why the number twelve is
important?”
“Yes.””
“Are the beings who created synthetic
life powerful —in that they have the
potential to understand Earth’s situation long before human beings?”
“Yes.”
“Could they help Earth and its inhabitants by saying the Prayer as a group?”
“Yes.”
“Would they be helping Earth and
themselves?”
“Yes.”
I know that God will never destroy life.
However, I can ask Him to take many
different actions that appear in the new
version of my Prayer.
Notes: This Prayer is too long to fit on
an 8.5 X 11 inch page. I’m using a legal
pad. Begin the Prayer at [a 12 compatible time in the Sun Rise or Sun Down
window that lasts 15 minutes].
Dear God,
Thank You for all of Your Creation.
Please Allow this Prayer prepared in
advance.
Please Grant this incorrect, re-used,
redundant Prayer.
Please Extend this Prayer until
[Name one: Sun Down or Sun Rise].
Please Stop anything that casuses
harm composing, waiting to say or
reciting Prayers as well as energy,

programs, spells, beings, technology
or whatever unnamed injures life in
this or a related dimension.
Please Erase all that causes damage.
Please Out those not loyal to The
Law of One.
Please Block anyone or anything that
causes harm.
Please Remove that which damages
life.
Please Restore all that is distorted
and any one or any thing that is hurt.
Please Bend any part of nature that
needs a natural direction or shape.
Please Reverse that which needs a
correct direction.
Please Slow what is unnaturally
accelerated.
Please Move whatever requires Your
help for safety or to support life.
Please Filter all voices except Yours,
all frequencies used to harm and this
Prayer so the nature spirits understand it -- ask their help -- and thank
them.
Please Clean whatever needs to be
cleaned to heal life.
Please Stretch that which is unnaturally compressed.
Thank You,
Love, Mary Jo
[Insert Your Name]
8
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bubbling. God’s responses to my pendulum questions about the bubbling
To survive the energetic challenges, I
indicated that the enegy was dangerous
used every strategy I could think of:
and I made arrangements to stay over• Prayer
night at hotel near my apartment buildNote: When under attack, I use four ing. That night was difficult for me and
of the most powerful God action
by morning, the build-up was very
words in my Prayer:
dense. In a few hours, energy had been
moved that seem to be equivalent to the
Dear God,
energy in my apartment that had taken
Please Out, Block, Remove,
months to move. As a result, I decided
Restore.
to keep moving—to hotels in WisconSay this abbreviated version over and sin with 12-compatible street addresses
over [don’t worry about adding what
located in SOLID mixed energy latiseems like a ‘signature’ if there is a
tudes. The journey took me to Fond
crisis. God will know what you need!] Du Lac, Oshkosh, Sun Prairie, Mequon
and ended with a police arrest at the
• Moving 1,200 square feet
Clarion Hotel in Milwaukee.
• Rubber glove (an insulator) to protect
my left hand during the day and my
Learning About Hydrogen Ions
right hand at night.
• Rubber sole shoes during the day and My trip to cities with SOLID mixed
energy latitudes was difficult because
rubber-sole slippers at night [also
of frequent energy attacks. The locathrough the night].
tions where I had the most relief were
• Neutral colors
hotels that had neutral colors. In Fond
• Even numbered addresses [stores,
Du Lac, I stayed at a Holiday Inn and
etc.]
learned that the dark blue that caused a
great deal of problems in my body—
• Acid -Base food chemistry
did not need to be in the same room.
• Alternating
My room was dark brown but I was
zapped by [the color of] a large blue
Night Energy
vending machine on the other side of
the wall [in a maid’s room]. White vinThe “build-up” as I call it—becomes
egar, apple cider vingear and peanut
worse and worse at night. Late one
afternoon, the buildup felt so strong that butter kept me supplied with hydrogen
ions [white vinegar in the bath and
it felt like the inside of my body was
Learning to Defend Myself
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apple cider vinegar in water]. The vinegars and peanut butter provided
much-needed ions that I depended
upon to drive and stay comfortable at
night. I learned to wet a wash cloth
with white vinegar and mop my skin
when vinegar baths were impossible. I
also learned to “wick” hydrogen ions
into the room with a large towel that
was dampened with white vinear.
In Fond Du Lac, when I realized there
was a large navy blue vending machine
behind my wall being used to send
negative energy, I started taping more
than one piece of paper with God’s
name on each wall. I had enough with
me to make 12 and my pendulum indicated that it was a good idea.
Creating a Mezuzah Room
The energy attacks increased and by
the time I reached Milwaukee, I felt
like a fugitive. I had a laptop computer
with me and I was staying in touch
with a few freiends via e-mail. Each
night became a battle with STS energy
and I was not getting much sleep.
Although it was very hard, I was determined to say Prayers within the 15minute window at both Sun Rise and
Sun Down. By the time I reached Milwaukee, I knew that I needed more
Mezuzah power and decided to use
masking tape to carefully place threecolumn pages of God’s name around
the perimeter of the room. I only had a
9
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few hours before Sun Down and I decided to carefully tape printouts to the
bathroom walls. It was an extreme
measure that I decided to try based on
my success with multiple Mezuzahs in
Fond Du Lac. I desperately wanted a
giant God shield and a chance to get
some sleep. I was not too keen on the
idea of spending the night on the bathroom floor instead of a soft bed but I
knew that the attacks would prevent me
from sleeping without the protection of
the Mezuzah. Milwaukee’s Clarion had
very neutral colors in the rooms and
business center where I could print
pages from Microsoft Word.
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my clothing as well as the bathroom
walls. I cut the three-column printouts
into vertical strips and taped them on a
white top. I also felt that I needed to
protect my neck with a white bandana
and my crown chakra with God’s name
taped to the inside of a baseball cap.
Previously, I had used masking tape to
cover my crown chakra but the baseball
cap hid the tape and small pieces of
paper wth God’s name.
Clarion’s Bathroom

When the taped pages were in place, I
immediately felt the shield effect from
the energy that was accumulating in the
Creating a Tefillin Shield
hotel room. I have asked God about the
Milwaukee’s energy was already diffi- effect of the energy on other guests and
it seems that the attackers have an abilcult by 2:00 and I decided to tape
God’s name to a tank top to wear under ity to pin-point a location.
I arranged a place to sit on the floor and
placed my laptop on a laundry basket
that I had turned upside-down. The
Mezuzah room would make it possible
for me to stay in the room and say my
Prayer at Sun Down. Previously, at
other hotels, the energy in each of the
rooms where I stayed, would become
so intense, that I moved around the
hotel to find places where I could linger
and quietly say my Prayer. Most hotels
are equipped with Wi-Fi throughout
Police photo of my hotel room bathroom with laser
the lobby and meeting rooms making it
prints taped to the wall [Source: CD-ROM found in my
possible to check Almanac.com and the
handbag that was returned to me on release].
Part X, Chapter X

Police photo showing my pillows and blanket
arranged on the bathroom floor with my laptop
computer on top of an inverted laundry basket.

Atomic Clock for the correct Sun event
window as well as the current time. At
the Clarion, I was relieved to be in one
place.
The new version of my Prayer consists
of 17 lines that fit on a legal pad. I have
abandoned the practice of writing the
date and time at the top of the page—as
well as the vertical line through the
center of the page. I realize that these
extra steps are designed to provide the
energy attacker extra time for targeting
whoever attempts to say a Prayer with
God’s action words. The fact that I
abandoned these extra steps seemed to
make me a super-target that night. Although I did manage to get some sleep,
the room was almost buzzing with
energy that hurt my legs and feet. I felt
that the only solution would be to find
10
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eleven other people who would be
willing to recite the Prayer with me
and I began sending e-mail messages
to New Agers who have been following the progress of God’s e-book project. Around 4:00 a.m., I also decided
to upload the current version of the
Prayer to the Home page at www.godsebook.org. in case something happened to my handwritten copy.
Milwaukee Police at My Door
Around 9:30 a.m., I heard a knock at
my door and a man’s voice say it was
the Milwaukee Police. I didn’t believe
him and called the hotel manager to
explain that I had an intruder posing as
a policeman. Within minutes, the door
to my room was open and two police
officers—as well as a male hotel manager were in my room stating that they
had received a phone call from my

Police photo on a police-supplied CD-ROM showing
the details of the “Photographic Assignment.”
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stepmother [Maria Runfola] and that
she was concerned about an e-mail
that I had sent her. Note: I have since
contacted my stepmother who said
that the police said they would “check
on my safety” and that there was no
talk of an arrest.
The police rapidly explained that I
would need to go with them to the Milwaukee County Behavioral Health
Division Hospital and that they would
be taking my things. Although I have
never had an encounter with police, I
have studied our country’s Constitution and knew to say:
By what authority are you able to
handcuff me and take me from my
hotel room?
The male officer said, “Title 51 of the
Wisiconsin State Constitution.” I
asked to see Title 51 and they said they
did not have it with them. Title 51
gives the Wisconsin police broad ability to arrest anyone in a situation they
feel is considered to be a “civil emergency.” Later, I learned that I should
have asked to see:
1. A Warrant for my arrest.
2. An Affidavit of Probable Cause
contaning a signature of a party who
has first hand knowledge of the situation that the police claim requires
an arrest.
State Constitutions cannot go againt
our Federal Constitution that has very

Police photo showing my legal pad containing the
Prayer I had said at Sun Rise as well as clothes that I had
organized to wear [the police allowed me to take my
legal pad but not my clothes]..

clear guidelines for an arrest. If I am
not harming anyone, or myself, or
infringing on anyone’s right, an arrest
is illegal.
While I was handcuffed, the police
called a friend who I wanted to notify
and they informed me that they would
be taking my computer to police headquarters in downtown Milwaukee.
After walking me through the lobby
with handcuffs, I was placed in a
police truck and dropped at the hospital’s intake department.
The Hospital’s “Blue” Unit [43B]
At 12:30, I had an interview with a
female Jewish psychiatrist named
Dr. Sorem who knew the history of the
Mezuzahs and Tefillins. In spite of my
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detailed explanation of my severe energy attacks and my pleadings to let me
go, she said it was her decision to place
me in observation for 72 hours. At 3:00
p.m., a nurse manager named Mike
walked me to a hospital unit 43B where
I would be spending the next several
days.
While I was in Unit 43B, I managed to
avoid all offers of “meds” and had
friends bring peanut butter, crackers,
white vinegar, apple cider vinegar and
water. I also managed to keep the tank
top on—that contained the taped pieces
of paper with God’s name—and did not
remove the taped locations anywhere
on my body. In the intake department, I
had to beg the guards not to remove my
baseball cap [that contained God’s
name protecting my crown chakra].
We finally compromised: I could keep
my cap if I gave up the bandana that

Police photo showing gallon jugs of white vinegar and
white wash cloths on the floor of the bathroom at the
Clarion Hotel.
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was protecting my neck. I was relieved
because my crown chakra is very vulnerable during energy attacks. Miraculously, the police allowed me to keep
my legal pads including the one with
my handwritten Prayer. I kept the pads
with me at all times and used them to
record notes about my experience.
After my friends dropped food off the
first night, the staff made it increasingly difficult for me to access my
supplies. I was not allowed to keep any
food in my room. White vinegar,
which supplies hyrdogen ions that
neutralize negative energy, had to be
requested in one small cup at-a-time.
Fortunately, I had about a dozen laser
prints that contained God’s name in
columns that I spread on my bed in the
evening.
The energy attacks continued while I
was in the Milwaukee facility and to
cope, I walked around the floor with a
wash cloth dampened with white vinegar—saying the shortened “Out, Block
Remove, Restore” version of the Prayer
over and over and over.
In spite of the trauma from my arrest
in Milwaukee, I learned:
• The power of the Mezuzah
• Peanut butter supplies extraordinary
nutrition and it is an important source
of hyrdogen ions.
• White vinegar on a damp wash cloth
can supply hydrogen ions to neutralize

Poice photo showing my laptop computer, my travel
alarm clock, watch, eyeglass case and pen on the floor
of the bathroom.

the energy of an attack on the body.
• Apple cider vinegar and water [or
white vinegar and water] can be
rapidly consumed to neutralize an
energy attack.
• Clayton Tedeton’s Miracle II formula
[from God] can also be used in a beverage to neutralize the physical effects
of an energy attack [I carry a dropper
bottle with a diluted quantity for adding 12 to 48 drops to a beverage].
Mezuzah Room at Home
Now that I am home, I have been able
to create a much denser “Mezuzah
Room” that includes paper placed
across the ceiling. As I fill in the remaining spaces—I have noticed the
shield grows stronger and stronger. I
still get zapped but the physical effect
is much milder now that I have learned
to use God’s name as a shield.
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